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OUR JUNE MEETING

Neuropsychological Treatment of Trauma: Minor
Brain Injury and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Richard P. Olcese, Psy.D.
Most recently in medical and neurological literature a lot of attention has been given to concussions, traumatic brain
injury and trauma rehabilitation. The media has bombarded us with traumatic brain injuries in sports,
returning veterans from the Afghanistan and Iraqi wars, and even local trauma from car accidents and
personal trauma. These individuals have been and will be seeking psychotherapy to assist their efforts
in recovery.
It
is
June 12th RECAMFT Meeting
imperative that mental health
10:30 - 11:00 social & sign in
professionals
know
the
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neuropsychological mechanism
of traumatic brain injury in
Neuropsychological Treatment of Trauma: Minor Brain
order to best serve these
Injury and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
clients. This presentation will
look at the similarities and
Richard P. Olcese, PsyD
differences
between
Post
traumatic Stress Disorder, Post
ODDFELLOWS TEMPLE/MERCER HALL, 545 PACIFIC AVENUE, SANTA ROSA
Concussion
Disorder
and
IF THE PARKING LOT IS FULL, YOU CAN PARK AT THE J.C.GARAGE ACROSS MENDOCINO AVE.FOR $3 OR ASK
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learn the dynamic role that
nutrition and neurochemistry
Our Fall Meeting Line up has not been finalized as of this printing.
plays when there is a trauma
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experience. We will discuss how
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Rick Hanson Workshop
intervention to address the
October 2, 2015
emotional
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1.5 CEUs AVAILABLE – RECAMFT CEU PROVIDER PCE 2322
MEETINGS ARE OPEN TO ALL ~ NON-MEMBERS PAY $5 (OR $15 FOR CEUS)
individuals to assist in their
recovery.
Rick Olcese is licensed as a clinical neuropsychologist in California. Dr. Olcese has developed treatment programs for
individuals with neuropsychological difficulties including stroke, minor brain injury Attention Deficit Disorder and Learning
Disabilities. Currently, Dr. Olcese consults to both Santa Rosa Junior College and Sonoma State University in their athletic
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departments for students suffering traumatic brain injury/concussion. Rick can be contacted at: drricko@yahoo.com or
707-570-0803.

President’s Message
Kris Spangler, LMFT

Kris Spangler can be
Krislinkk@earthlink.net.

The Simple Life
My child goes to a Waldorf-inspired
school, and one of the ideas they espouse
in Waldorf circles is simplicity – few belongings, much left
to the imagination, lots of time and space for free play,
regular rhythms throughout the days. Simplicity inspires
inner-directedness and confidence.

reached

at

829-8293
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Between that advice and my own construction of an
unsustainable level of responsibility, I’ve been thinking a
lot about simplifying my life in the last couple of years. I
have had the good fortune to be able to simplify my life
in some very significant ways. I’ve gone from working
three jobs down to one (that pays, anyway!), from living
in two houses to one, managing two offices in two farapart towns and now only one office in one town – the
one in which I live.
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What I’m striving for is what I think we’re all striving for
– keeping our activities focused on a handful of very
meaningful activities, people and places. You are all
always being invited to join us in the behind- the-scenes
of RECAMFT. For some of you, it just might hit that sweet
spot as an activity that is both beneficial to you and feels
like meaningful work. For others, just now might not be
the right time. There’s always a little later. There are also
the more nuanced questions of how much involvement
and doing what activities with RECAMFT to help us
manage our energies.
Our two-month summer break is approaching. I hope
you find yourselves prioritizing the activities that matter
to you and make a difference. I look forward to resuming
our work together in September.
Enjoy your summer!
Kris
Kris Spangler, MFT
President, RECAMFT Board
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RECAMFT Membership and
Welcome to New Members

ETHICS ROUNDTABLE

We are happy to “WELCOME” all our newest 2015
RECAMFT members! RECAMFT has changed to a
"rolling membership". An annual membership begins
the day you enroll and is good for one year from that
date. So you can join anytime!

The Ethics Roundtable meets once each in the Fall,
Winter, and Spring. Topics may come from our
clinical practices, or be generated by other ethical
concerns brought in by one of us. The meetings are
informative, stimulating and enjoyable. RECAMFT
members are invited to attend. No ongoing
commitment is required.

Jennifer Beach
Ashlee Cabral
Carolyn Crimmins
Maria Daverede
Charlotte Fess
Tracey Hambrick
Zeena Janowsky
Eric Lofchie
Barbara Mills
Karen Prosen
Joseph Scarfo
Trisha Sheldon
Jennifer Silverstein
Claudia Vidano
Micheline Worth

Next Meeting – Friday, September 18th, 2015
10 AM to 11:30 AM
Want more information?
Email (preferred) Reyna Seminara at
LRS-MFT@att.net
Or Call 707 523-9192

Jan Beaulyn
Nidza Clarke
Sierra Dator
Dee Edwinson
Patricia Graef
Katy Higgins Lee
Veronica Leyva
Paul Margolis
Kailee Norgaard
Vicki Rivera-Goin
Martin Schwebel
Sharon Siegler
Judith Tischler
Karin Wandrei
Kendra Berry Whittenberg

Catherine ‘Cat’ Capitani, MFT
Membership Chair
recamftMembership@gmail.com

RECAMFT Mentorship

JOIN RECAMFT’S LISTSERV

A no-cost benefit for RECAMFT interns

It’s easy. Just send your request to join

Volunteer licensed therapists are available to
interns for up to two hours a month to discuss a
variety of things. This is not a supervisory
relationship. Interns are encouraged to contact
different mentors.

the RECAMFT Chapter Yahoo Group:
recamft-subcribe@yahoogroups.com
Include your full name. Myron
Walters will confirm your RECAMFT

Learn more about the RECAMFT
Mentorship program on our website at
www.recamft.org under Intern Support.

membership and admit you. We are
now 115 strong.
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Next I got to the point in the check list where it says you
need a W2 Tax form for the internships you worked at or
a letter stating you were a volunteer and did not get paid
for your internship work. I had my letters. Then I looked
at one of my Verification of Hours forms and it said I was
paid at an internship that I had NOT been paid at – and
obviously I did not have a W2 for that placement. How
did that box get checked? And how was I going to fix it
since you can’t make any corrections or cross out on the
forms that go to the BBS? When I was a naïve trainee at
one of my first placements we received a very small
stipend for training and when I set up this placement in
Track-Your-Hours online I had mistakenly indicated that
this was a placement that I was paid at. BBS means you
are paid with a paycheck that taxes are withheld from
and you get a W2 form at end of the year to record on
your annual income taxes. So I thought getting this form
redone was going to be difficult as the supervisor who
had signed it was not well and I wasn’t sure if he could
resign. (Yes, supervisors get sick, retire and even die –
one of my colleagues had her supervisor die suddenly
and she lost several weeks of hours that he had not
signed for before his death.) It turns out since this is a
two page form, I just had to correct it in Track-YourHours and reprint it and attach the corrected page to the
other page. Phew – that made the $90 I had paid for the
3 year subscription worth it! OK, so maybe this was going
to be a little harder than I thought!

A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the BBS
Pat Hromalik
In listening to other interns talk about the submission
process for hours’ approval and exam eligibility from the
BBS, it sounded a bit daunting. However, I had attended
several presentations on this process and picked up
some helpful tips like making sure your Supervisor
Responsibility Statement forms were signed with a date
that was before or the same as the first date you began
to record hours so that they matched up with the dates
on your Verification of Hours form for each placement.
Really, how hard could this be? So I was feeling pretty
confident as I embarked on this task. After all, in my prior
life I had managed large teams of people and complex
computer projects worth millions of dollars. That smug
Super Ego of mine was feeling like this really should be a
piece of cake!
Things started out smoothly. I had a Supervisor
Responsibility Statement form for every supervisor I had,
even the ones that only supervised me occasionally due
to my regular supervisor’s absences for vacations. All the
supervisor forms were matching up to my signed
Verification of Hours forms signed by each of my
supervisors. I had signed up to use Track-Your-Hours
online tool to record all my hours and generate all my
BBS forms so I was confident all was in order – the visual
tracking bar in the system showed I was done with 3,013
hours! Being the organized computer project manager
that I use to be, I dutifully recorded my hours every week
in this system. Really, how hard could this process be?
Then the old analyst in me, decided to double check. I
manually added up each the Verification of Hours forms,
of which I had quite a few. (I had 5 different placements
and had followed the BBS guidelines to separate your
trainee hours and intern hours into different forms.) This
is where things started to go south! The hours didn’t
come up to 3,013 – they didn’t even add up to 3,000.
WHAT HAPPENED? I created a spreadsheet and put all
the information into it and added them again. It said I
was almost 200 hours short. WHAT??!!! Then I checked
every placement I had for the supervisor form and
matched it to the trainee verification of hours and the
intern verification of hours. I found the problem – I was
missing a verification of hours from one of my fill-in
supervisors. Ok – this was solvable – I contacted her and
found out she had the form but had forgotten to return
it to me - I just needed to drive to Marin and pick it up.

Finally, I thought I had everything together. I had cleared
off my dining room table and had all the forms spread
out across it in piles: the checklist, the actual application
form, the supervisor forms, the verification of hours
forms, my volunteer letters and my check for $200. I just
needed to get a passport picture taken to attach to my
application and I was pretty sure I was done. But it was
close to my birthday and my husband had asked me to
set aside the day for a special treat. I kept working on
the application and piles that morning, until he reminded
me that I promised to set aside the day for him and he
had an appointment for us that might need to be
cancelled. So off we went, with me reluctantly leaving
my forms behind on the table. I really wanted this
application sent off in the mail (overnighted and certified
as it ONLY represented 4 LONG YEARS of my life!) In my
“nicest wife voice,” I asked him if we might take a detour
to get my picture taken. He reluctantly agreed. (I would
later learn that he said to some family members that he
was having a difficult time “managing” me that morning.
Me – difficult to manage? Well, perhaps after 30 years I
have to admit he’s never been able to manage me!)
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We had a lovely afternoon at brunch and a hike around
the Sonoma Horticultural Nursery in Sebastopol; he told
me we needed to be back in Petaluma by 2:45 for our
next appointment but that we would stop at home to get
some water. I opened the door when I got home and
walked into my dining room to a combined surprise
birthday and happy 3,000 hours party! I was speechless
as I greeted my dearest friends and family. And then I
looked at my dining room table – it was covered with
beautiful flowers and food. My loud inner anxiety
catastrophizing voice started immediately: “OH NOOOO
– where are the papers – they were printed by an ink jet
printer – what if someone got water on them – that
placement that I had with the difficult supervisor
relationship won’t resign any forms – I just know it – OH
NOOOO…” And then my dear son came up to me and
whispered in my ear, “don’t worry Mom, I took care of
your papers – come with me.” And he had moved each
pile as it was and laid it on my bed in the same order they
had been on the table! I was able to let my breath out!

Pat Hromalik is RECAMFT’s Pre-licensed Director-AtLarge
and
can
be
reached
RECAMFPrelicensed@gmail.com or 707-849-6204.

At the end of the party I was helping a friend find her coat
and purse in my bedroom and she happened to glance
down at my piles and saw my check payable to the BBS.
“Your check is made out wrong.” No it wasn’t! It was
made out to the BBS – the organization we check for
regulations and licensing changes, and pay our intern
registration and renewals to. She remembered at one of
the presentations we had attended together on this
subject that the speakers had reminded us that the check
is supposed to be made to the Behavioral Sciences Fund,
not the Board of Behavioral Sciences! OK, I think I’m
going to hyperventilate – I need an Ativan… and this
process really was harder than I thought!

And I am blessed to have such a wonderful husband,
family and friends who supported and celebrated me in
this long arduous process!
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What You Missed
By Gail Van Buuren
On May 8th Hannah Caratti, LMFT talked to us about
Somatic Practices for Anxiety, PTDS and Stress
Reduction. As it happened there was a mix-up about
who would write up her presentation and no one did, so
I am pinch hitting. Fortunately for all of our readers, you
can go to the website at www.recamft.org, sign in and
watch her lovely presentation for yourself.

Hannah began by pointing out that “clients borrow our
limbic system” so the more peaceful and calm we are,
the more we have that to lend our clients. She suggested
several somatic practices and talked about each one and
the research or researcher that confirms their
effectiveness.
Included were meditation, Trauma
Sensitive Yoga, Integrative Restoration, Acupressure,
Bessel van der Kolk’s research, Emotional Freedom
Technique, Embodying Well-Being and more.
Hannah responded to several questions from the
audience as you can see from the following pictures and
the discussion was lively. She gave us lots of references
to check out and did so with a great deal of grace and
presence.
Be sure to check out the video and download the
handout. Thanks to Hannah for the resources.
Gail Van Buuren has a private practice in Sebastopol and can
be reached at 707 494-4198 www.gailvbtherapy.net.
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been a teacher when she entered this profession, and
she utilized her accumulated paid leave to take one day
off each week so she could attend supervision and see
clients. From that meeting the member recently
reported that it helped her clarify and open her thinking.
She had let go of being able to permanently hold on to
her teaching job, but was trying to pursue options that
would allow her to teach as long as she could; she was
open to seeking outside supervision, as well as using
leaving time and getting a substitute to work so she could
intern one day a week. She expressed gratitude to the
group for their help and reported that she had two offers
for a placement, one of which was willing to be very
flexible and offer her supervision after school hours so
she can keep her teaching job and finish her degree.
Our monthly meetings allow time for networking,
support, asking for help and ideas, as well as cover a
planned topic of shared interest that often will have a
guest speaker. Please consider taking an hour and half
once a month to become part of this dynamic group.
We have members in all the stages of the Prelicensed
process: students, students in practicums, interns at
agencies and in private practice, interns with hours
completed and in the exam study process. And as a
mentor once told me, ‘as you reach up to take someone
else’s hand as they pull you up, don’t forget to reach
behind you and grasp onto someone else’s hand to help
them along.’

PrePre-licensed Corner
The Value of Attending a
Prelicensed Meeting

Here are the dates of our upcoming meetings:
Date
Time
Topic
Location**

By Pat Hromalik

Jun. 13, 2015
10:30 - 12 Noon
Private
Practice Internship Panel Discussion
July / August
no meetings for summer break
Sept. 19, 2015
10:30 - 12 Noon
Challenges of
Finding a Paid Internship*
Oct. 17, 2015
10:30 - 12 Noon
Exam Prep –
Therapist Development Center*
Nov. 21, 2015
10:30 - 12 Noon
How to Grow
Your Private Practice*
Dec 5, 2015
10:30 - 12 Noon
Holiday / End
of Semester Celebration! TBD

With grad students, trainees and interns juggling their
time with so many commitments, why would they give
up a few hours on a Saturday to attend RECAMFT
Prelicensed Members monthly meeting?
One of our members attended a meeting a few months
back and was struggling with the question of how to find
a traineeship that would allow her to finish her Master’s
program while she held down her full-time job as a
teacher. The group listened and offered support, reality
testing, ideas of places that would be looking for
someone with this member’s valuable background
(many years of working with children and parents,
bilingual and fluent in Spanish), and ideas of ways she
might seek outside supervision from an agency that had
expressed interest in her but did not offer supervision.
Another member of the group shared that she, too, had

* topic is tentative / subject to change pending speaker confirmation
** location TBD - either Manzanita Room at the Finley Community
Center or Conference room at SAY-Social Advocates for Youth, all in
Santa Rosa.
For more information contact Pat Hromalik, Prelicensed Member
Director-At-Large at RECAMFPrelicensed@gmail.com or 707-8496204.
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FREE DROP-IN SUPPORT GROUP
Are you a family member or friend of a loved one who is
struggling with an addiction? You are not alone.
Please contact me to attend this group
at my office in Petaluma on Mondays
from 7-8pm. I am a Licensed Therapist
with over 15 years of experience
working in the field of addiction. My
contact number is 707-664-5168.
Denise Safont, LMFT ~ MFC#52731 ~ 707-664-5168
RECAMFT past Presidents, Don Scully (1993-93) and Hal
Forman (2013) visiting before the April members
meeting.

Each attendee gets to give an “elevator” speech about their
work

RECAMFT member and CAMFT Board member, Bob
Casanova visits with CAMFT Executive Director, Jill
Epstein at the CAMFT Conference.

Our present President, Kris Spangler
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Early Registration Begins July 1, 2015

Office Space

Through August 15th

Garden view offices available in the fall FMI: 544-8879

Special RECAMFT Member Prices
Event Date: October 2, 2015

Bulletin Board

Location: The Agatha Furth Center
Time: 8:30 am – Sign in, 9 am - 4 pm Event
Lunch provided
6 CEUs

For sale: Mindfulness Meditation CDs. 3 instructional
and guided meditation CDs; Guidance for beginners or
experienced meditators to help stay in the present
moment. Complete description at
www.tortugaproductions.com.
Judith Day judith@judithday.com 707-521-2107

Rick Hanson
Neuropsychologist and New York Times BestSelling Author
RECAMFT is thrilled to be bringing you Rick Hanson,
world renowned neuropsychologist, author and

OPEN HOUSE JUNE 19th: Chrysalis Community
Counseling Services, Community and Family Service
Agency's Senior Counseling Services, and the private
practices of Diane Camurat, MFT, Denise Traina, PhD,
and Bette Collier, Life Coach, invite you to an Open House
Celebration Friday, June 19th from 3:00-6:00 PM. Come
see our offices, meet the practitioners and find out more
about the services we offer. For more information call
Lisa at 545-1670x208

speaker. Rick’s books Buddha’s Brain and

Hardwiring Happiness have sold around the globe.

Make sure
to take advantage of the early registration price. We
look forward to seeing you there!
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Redwood Empire Chapter of California Association
of Marriage and Family Therapists
is a California BBS CEU provider: License #2322
RECAMFT.org - PO Box 2443 - Sebastopol, CA 95473
E-mail: therapy@recamft.org Web: www.recamft.org

RECAMFT HONORS PAST PRESIDENTS
Laura Strom
Lani Lee
Hal Forman
Elaine Sohier Gayler
Cynthia Halliday
Susan Hartz
Kate Maxwell
Gail Van Buuren
Diana Poulson
Joan Logan
Judith Goleman
Ange Stephens
Christopher Doyle
F. Michael Montgomery
Julie Green
Jan Lowry-Cole
Rhaea Maurel
Paula Hall
Kitty Chelton
Don Scully & Randi Farkas
Hari Meyers
Grace Harris
Richard Alongi
Diana Young
Andrew Leeds
Carleita Schwartz
Christine Bucholz
Thomas Hedlund
Rick Mawson

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

NEWSLETTER COSTS & DEADLINES
Line ads and announcements:
Members - $5 per line
Non-members - $12 per line
Flyers inserted in newsletter - $100
Display ads:
Full page - 9.75” x 7.5” = $200
Half page - 4.75” x 7.5” = $110
Quarter page - 4.5” x 3.5” = $60
Eighth page - 2” x 3.5” = $35
10% discount for 5 month ad Commitment
20% discount for 10 month ad commitment
Deadlines:
Articles (500 words max) - 15th of the month
Advertisements - 15th of the month
For more information call or email:
707 575-0596 or therapy@recamft.org

2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2005-2006
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1994-1995
1993-1994
1992-1993
1991-1992
1990-1991
1989
1988
1987
1986
1982-1985
1980-1982

Or submit ad to website at
www.recamft.org
NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMERS
The opinions and points of view in the articles
contained herein do not necessarily reflect that of
the Board of Directors of RECAMFT or of CAMFT.
Authors’ contact information is included.
Submitted articles may be edited and are
published at our discretion depending on space
and relevance to our readers’ professional
interests.
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